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Perfcrfiiance mproverment
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Carl Binder
INTRODUCTION
Thi.s is an evolutionary history that recounts how the author began as a stucient

with

B.F.

Skinner focused on accelerating behavior frequency (rate of response), and over more than
four decades developed a user-iriendly approach to performaace improvement infbrrned by
the work of Thomas F. Gilbert (1978) and inspired in part by the operating philosophy of Steve
iobs. It rellects an evolution from basic science to performance engineering, from instruction
to systemic performance improvement, a-od from academic vocabulary to user-tested plain
English labels on simpie visual models. The approach, rather than being an 'bpen source"
academic field of study, has emerged in the form of packaged programs of instruction, job
aids, and coaching that can be introduced in any organization, rvith virtualiy any function or
department, at any level - from front-line contributor to CEO.
This is also a story of contributions by a host of thought ieaders and mentors, scientists and
practitioners, consultants and metho<ioiogists to an evolutionary stream ttrat has developed,
and continues to develop, by means of the usual principles: variation and selection.

A PERSONAL HISTORY
The author began his career in behavior science, fortuitously and with a remarkable series of
events, as one of B.F. Skinner's last graduate students in the Harvard Department of Experimental Psychology. For more detaiis about this history, refer to Binder (20i4) in a collection
of professional biographies published by the Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies.
After seyeral semesters of indepen<ient study with Skinner, an introduction to )oseph R.
Cautela, then a prominent figure in the field of Behavior Therapy, led to B.H. Barrett, whose
pioneering laboratory and classroom for institutional resicients with severe disabilities provided a perfect venue for basic research and application ofSkinner's variable, rate ofresponse,

with humans. Barrett had completed postdoctoral training with Skinner and Ogden Lindsley in their lab at the Metropolitan State Hospital and Harvard Medical School, where she
extended the methods of free operant conditioning in iaboratory studies, and turned from
the Skinner-Lindsiey focus on adult psychotic and normal subjects to learners with severe
disabilities, including children in and out of the institution (Barrett,1977).
After I had conducted basic laboratory research with institutional residents for several
years, Barrett asked me to transform her pioneering behavioral ciassroom for institutionalized
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learners from a discrete trial programmed instruction methodology to one applying O.R.
Lindley's new tool, then called the standard behavior chart (Pennypacker, Koenig, & Lindsley,
L972). The power of Skinner's variable - rate of response - combined with a standard visuai
display on Lindsley's chart enabled us to make discoveries that would have been impossible
using percent correct measures and trials-based programmed instruction. We developed
instructional strategies and created curriculum sequences that contributed to the earlydevelopment of Precision Teaching. The work that began in Barrett's lab and continued beyond
in teacher training, consulting, and evangelism, under the tutelage of Barrett, Lindsley, and
Eric Haughton, has been documented in a widely read paper (Binder, 1996) on the evolution
of what became known as behavioral Jluency and the practice of fluency-based instruction.
By the late 1970s, those in the field of behavioral education, which included Precision
Teaching as well as Siegfried Engelmannt Direct Instruction programs and methodology
(Binder, 1988, 1990a, 1991; Binder & Watkins, 1989, 1990), were becoming frustrated with
their inabiiity to penetrate the educational establishment. Watkin's ( 1988, 1997) analysis of the
contingencies that determine the adoption of educational materials and programs in regular
education made clear that non-behavioral professors of education, who train teachers, write
textbooks, develop or guide curriculum, and consuit with schools had a lockon public education. This was perhaps a first inkling that we would need to take a more systemic approach
to change management if we wanted our methods and discoveries to be adopted outside
of a small sub-communiw of applied behavior scientists. Leaders in behavioral instruction,
including Ogden Lindsley and Henry Pennypacker, who were ABA Presidents in successive
years at that time, encouraged their proteges and members of the broader behavior science
community to "go private" - to create commercial offerings from our applications, exPose
ourselves to selection based on the "contingencies of the marketplacei' and thereby increase
the likelihood that we would adapt to and thrive in the natural environment of a market
economy (Pennypacker, 1986).

As an extension of this push into commercial applications, Lindsley strongly encouraged me to move from educational research and teacher training to find business applications of what we had learned from Precision Teaching and fluency-based instruction. After

establishing my first consuiting firm (Precision Teaching & Management Systems, Inc.),
and subsequently learning about sales, marketing, business, and a host of factors in this new
market for our work, while promoting the value of behavioral fluency in the business training
market (Binder, 1990b, I999, 2003), my colleagues and I deveioped and promoted fluencybased instruction and coaching programs for sales, customer service, and other working
professionals (Binder, 1987; Binder & Bloom, 1989; Binder & Sweeney, 2002). The addition
of a fluency-building (or rate-buiiding) practice phase to conventional training dramatically
accelerated resuits. Introduction of practice aimed at achieving behavioral fluency, plus a
focus on core fundamentals rather than including nice-to-know typically cut training time
by a factor of 2 or 3 and achieved productivity levels on the job that were considerably
higher than what was achieved with conventional training and coaching methods that rely
on percent correct measurement without taking the time dimension (with rate of response)

into account.
However, on-the-job results occurred only if learners actually used practice routines that
involved self-management and self-measurement on the job; and only if other factors in the
workplace prompted, provided tools, and delivered feedback and reinforcing consequences
for using new methods, procedures, skills and knowledge. Arranging contingencies beyond
conventional "spray and pray" training was not always easy in the face of business-as-usual for
training departments. But optimizing impact required us as consultants to plan and work with
clients to implement conditions that would support performance on the job, after training.
This almost aiways involved ensuring that leaders, managers, and supporting departments
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FIGURE 4.1 The Behavior Engineering Model (from Gilbert, 1978).

would do their parts to encourage and support practice and desired application on the job. It
was perhaps fortuitous that this workbegan in the field of sales performance, since sales leaders and managers tend to be more engaged v/ith their people, and are more results-focused
than in some other areas of corporate management, training, and development.
This is where we first used Gilbert's (1978) Behavior Engineering Model. Eric Haughton
(1972), one of the pioneers and my personal mentor in the development of Precision Teaching
methods and curriculum, had worked at Harvard's Ofice of Programmed Instruction when
Skinner and his colleagues were first developing teaching machines and programs. He met
Tom Gilbert while the latter was doing postdoctoral work with Skinner. When Giibert's (i978)
groundbreaking book, Human Competence, came out, Haughton had gifted me with a coPy,
but I had not paid close attention to it until the early 1980s when we were first introducing fluency-based instruction and coaching in banks and other organizations. At that poin!
Gilbert's Behavior Engineering Model provided a perfect framework for my consulting teams
to use for planning with clients how to support self-managed practice and application of nert'
skilis and knowiedge on the job.
Our work developing and implementing training programs fit the Knowledge cell of Giibert's model. Our fluency-based practice procedures dramatically accelerated new learners
toward true mastery. However, in the absence of variables identified in the top three celis of
the Behavior Engineering (Data, Instruments, and Incentives) arranged in the work environment, we could not be sure that trainees would practice daily on their own, measure their own
performance and work toward fluency goals. Moreover, once on the job, we couid not ensure
that, for example, newly trained salespeopie would actively engage prospective customers
in discussions about new products they had practiced to seli, but instead might revert to
old habits in the work environment. The Behavior Engineering Model gave those in our
consulting teams a tool for designing implementation plans that would optimize return on
investment in fluency-based training and practice methods.
However, as we began to engage clients as partners in program roli-outs, we found that
the language of Giibert's model was often confusing, limiting, and likely to produce errors
of application. Data, for example, could be understood in many ways, and often our clients
would wonder aloud if we were speaking about databases or spreadsheets, charts or graphs.
We would explain that sometimes quantitative data can be helpful in setting goals and providing feedback, but that the Dataceli in Gilbert's model could extend far beyond its label in the
conventional sense to inciude quaiitative information to set exPectations, corrective feedback,
and other forms of information. Similariy, Instruments was confusing to people. They asked
if it meant some kind of physical instrument, like an ohm meter, or perhaps a personality
profiling tool. Incentives prompted people to ask about consequences of which people are
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uralsare before they occur, for example, unintended consequences. What about skills? is that
included inthe Knowledge cell? And so forth.
I and my coileagues began in the mid-1980s to try different language r,r'ith clients, and to
test various words and phrases for labeiing the cells of the model" This continued until I found
a ianguage that peopie couid initially understand, apply the concepts as intended, and make
fewer errors that we needed to correct. By the iate 1980s, we had arrived at the iabels we now
use in our version of the model. We always referred to Gilbert (1978) when describing the
origins of our model, but because the language had changed significantlv we were not clear
about what we should caii it. Finaliy, a client named Tom F{ogan, who was Vice President of
Saies Training at Dun and Bradstreet, said, "You're air*'ays taiking about those boxes. Why
don t you just call it the Six Boxes Model?" We took his advice (Binder, i998) and subsequently
tbrmally named our model the Six Boxes Model, eventually registering its natne as a trademark
For at least a decade, while working with sales, marketing, customer service, manufacturing, and other functions in organizations around the giobe, we use<i the Six Boxes Model,
taught it to our clients, and made many presentations tliat included the model at conferences
and corporate meetings. The narne of the model spread widely, and was even mistakenly
used to refer to Gilbert's model and other variants or descendants of it (Binder, 2019). Using
plain English was a comrrrunieation strategv we had learned frorn Ogden Lindsley (1,97L),
who developed plain English equivalents for terms from the experimental analysis of behavior when he first worked with special edueation teacheis. User-testing was something we
adopted by studying the early work of Steve Jobs, at Lindsiey's suggestion in the late 1970s,
because Jobs had focused on user experienceand:;iruplicity (Sega1l,2013) in i:is creation of the
Apple II computer. The Appie II was accessible for oidinary people ratl:.er than oniir for nerdy
computer hobbyists, and represented an enormous shift from complicated configurations of
technology to products that are easy to use for virtuaily anyone.
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EVOLUTION OF PERFORMANCE THINKTNG'MODELS AND
METHODS
As we continued to apply what we iearned from Gilbert (1978) through his book and for
several years in an informal mentoring relationship, we recognized that the most important
aspect of his work was the insistence on a paradigm shift from a focus by leaders, managers,
trainers, and performance professionals on behavior and behavioral objectives to focus on
the valuable products of behavior, what Gilbert called accomplishments. Another important
influence on our evolution toward an easy-to-use accomplishment-based approach was ]oe
Harless, a protdg6 and one-time business partner of Gilbert. Harless led a successful performance consulting and training company for decades, later deciding to focus on training
instructional designers and performance consultants in methods that anchor performance
analysis to accomplishments. Mentored by Harless (1975, L987) and his packaged programs,
we began to see the power of an accomplishment-based approach, and during the late 1990s
we deveioped a simplified model called the Performance Chain lo depict the elements of
performance.
Following what we had learned about the usability of piain English terminology and testing
it to minimize initial category errors, we changed the word accomPlishment to work outPut
for two reasons. First, most dictionary definitions of accomplishment refer to either behavior
or abiliry not to the products of behavior. Second, many of our colleagues in the fields of
performance improvement and organizationai behavior management, although claiming to
follow Gilbert's lead by focusing on accomplishments, often used the terms outcomes, results,
and accomplishments more or less interchangeably and with varying meanings. Sometimes
they referred to organization-level results. Other times they referred to changes in behavior
(often using passive voice nouns, as in "procedure completed"). And often they failed to
name specific things, or nouns, that one might produce with behavior. We found that the
phrase work outputs produced Gwer initial errors in our training Programs for performance
consultants, and by carefully defining it in the beginning we were able to teach its use to amid
errors or lack ofclarity about the valuable products ofbehavior.
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After years of including these two models (the Six Boxes Model and the Performance
Chain) in presentations at conferences and in work with clients, we realized that many of
our clients and colleagues appreciated the simpiicify and plain ianguage of our models. We
saw that the plain English language and simple visual modeis often spread "virally" across
organizations, and that we could nurture that diffusion to expand verbal communities of use.
We discovered, in short, that our models and language provided an effective communication
framework, not merely a technical vocabulary.
In about 2005 we decided to create a series of programs to teach people how to use these
models. We re-named our consulting firm, then called Binder Riha Associates, to be The
Performance Thinking Network, because we saw that the easy communication fostered by
our models and language provided a foundation for creating verbal communities, networks of
users who could learn with anci from one another using a shared language. Our clients told us
that we not only gave them a set of models and tools for improving performance, but that we
were teaching them "a new way of thinking" about performance. We shifted from referring to
our methodology as the Six Boxes' Approach to using and trademarking the term Performance
Thinkin{ to brand our methods, tools, programs (Binder, 2019), and our Company.
One of the more important developments in this work involved precise definitions of terms
to optimize the flexibility of appiication while ensuring technical consistency. This statement
may" at first, seem inherently contradictory since a focus on precision could conceivably
limit application. On the contrary, once we had crystal clear language guidelines for "good"
descriptions of business results, work outputs, criteria, behavior, and behavior influences, we
found that we could apply these guidelines while maintaining precision across an enormous
range of applications and users. Perhaps more importantl,v, insisting on precise descriptions
of elements of performance defined by our two models (e.g., that descriptions ofwork outputs
include countable nouns and no verbs, not even passive verbs) makes it more likely that
individuals and teams from widely varying disciplines and functions will communicate with
one another effectively. When executives, staffperforrnance professionals, middle managers,
and individuai contributors all use labels and terminology in the ways that our guidelines
speciff, then communication and effective collaboration across the enterprise is more likeiy.
We highlight this problem, and solution, with a metaphor from the Bible story about the
Tower of Babel (Binder, 2009a). When language differs, communication and collaboration
become difficult, if not impossibie. With consistent language, people can work more effectively and efficientiy across the usuai siios ancl sub-groups.

THE LOGIC OF ACCOMPLISHMENT-BASED PERFORNTANCE
IMPROVEMENT
Teaching others to apply this approach, we defined what we call performance improvement
logic. A flexible approach, there is nonetheiess a sequential dependency in the steps that one
takes to arrive at an intervention, plan, or performance design. One first uses the Performance
Chain model to deconstruct performance, foilowing a series of questions:
1. What is at stake for the organization? (business or organizational results)
2. What are the actual or desired accompiishments produced by performers as individuals,
teams, or contributors in a pror:ess? (work outputs)
3. To what organizational or business results does each accomplishment contribute? (link
from work ouputs to business results)
4. What characteristics of each work output define a "good" instance of that work output?
(criteria for a "good one")
5. What tasks and tactics are needed to produce desired work outputs at the highest level?
(behavior)
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Once having defined performance using the Performance Chain, we then turn to behavior
influences, framed by the Six Boxes Model. We ask a series of questions about behavior influences affecting the behavior needed to produce each accomplishment:

1. What behavior influences in each cell of the Six Boxes Model currently enable and
obstruct desired behavior needed to produce the work output? (Analyze)
2. What improvements might we make in behavior infiuences, based on what we learn

from successful performers, from evidence-based practice, or from other

sources?

(Brainstorm)
3. What combination of behavior influences should we ultimately configure as our best
guess at what will optimize desired behavior and work outputs? (Choose)
Once we choose behavior influences, we implement our plan, measure performance, and
iterate until we achieve optimal results. The Performance Chain provides a guide for what we
can measure: business results, work outputs, and/or behavior (Binder, 2009b).
This "logic" is straightforward and relatively easy to teach, although it is not always easy to
apply, since performance in organizations can be complex, and conducting analyses of actual
or desired performance may not be simple. Nonetheiess, we have found very few individuals
in any function or at any level ofan organization unable to learn and apply this approach
in at least a rudimentary way. Some organizations that have adopted this approach, such as
one of the largest global biotechnology firms, support hundreds of performance consultants
in facilities around the globe who apply this approach to huge, muiti-year projects. Other
organizations have trained hundreds of front-line managers who use this approach to coach
and continuously deveiop the performance of their people.

THE POWER OF BEING ACCOMPLISHMENT.BASED
Most people, independent of their background, find it challenging to make the shift from a
focus on behavior to a focus on accomplishments during analysis and description of performance. We once thought that this was because many of those with whom we work had backgrounds in training or, in some cases, in behavior science, and consequently were accustomed
to focusing on behavior, creating behaviorai objectives, and so on. We have concluded after
several decades, however, that we humans are more accustomed to observing, discussing, and
trying to influence our own behavior and that of others, while we are not so accustomed to
identifring the valuabieproducts of behavior, except in the most concrete examples. Accomplishments such as decisions, relationships, and recommendations, particularly if they are not
concrete and visible, are often harder to recognize than more tangible accomplishments like
documents or widgets. Thus, one of the biggest obstacles in the initial learning process is to
eliminate verbs when describing accomplishments while focusing on what we call'tountable

nouns."
Once a focus on accomplishments becomes routine with users, the power of an accomplishment-based approach is obvious.
First, by focusing on the valuabie products of behavior, and iinking them to business results,
we draw a "line of sight" from the behavior of peopie to results for the organization that they
serve "through'their accomplishments. This is one reason we sometimes use the term contributions when referring to peoplet accompiishments. As Giibert (1978) pointed out repeatedly,
accomplishments are valuable while behavior is costly. An accomplishment-based approach
focuses everyone on the value delivered.
Second, when we pinpoint valuable accomplishments, it is easier to identifu the behavior
needed to produce them. Particularly if we observe and interview exemplary performers those who consistently deiiver desired accompiishments at higher levels of productivity or
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qualiry than average - we can discover specific tasks and tactics that deliver accomplishments
most efficiently. This is in contrast to competencies or other abstractions describing categories
of behavior, which are not specific enough to pinpoint, measure, or manage if we choose to
follow a natural science approach to measurement.
Finally, when we define job titles, processes, or team contributions by listing the accomplishments they produce, we can more precisely set expectations for what a particular job title
contributes, measure performance more easily by counting work outputs that do and do not
meet criteria, and provide teedback based on whether behavior produces desired accomplishments or not. Anchoring performance analysis in accompiishments rather than in behavior
per se offers these advantages, and more.
USERS

AND APBTICATIO}.{S OF PERFORMA}{CE THINKING"
MODEI,S AND MET'HODS

One of the benefits of using plain English anC sin:ple visuai models is that it makes our
rnethodology accessible for anyone wiio might have an interest in understanding or irnproving performance, no matter their education, their ievei in the organization, cr their function.
We have enabled high-school-educated employees working on production lines in small
manufacturing organizations to help improve performance in the processes to which they
contribute. Weve enabled CEOs to better understand their own performance in the form of
their major accomplishments, and that of their teams, to adjust priorities and to implement
new strategies and tactics. The majority of users of this approach are either "performance
professionals" in Training, Qualiry Human Resources, Organizational Development, or other
departments who seek to improve their impact on performance; or leaders and managers
responsible for the performance of their direct reports, teams, departments, and business
units. Early in the development of Performance Thinking programs, we created various matrices of Users x Applications to better understand and define the potentiai scope of application
and to guide the development of programs and tools.
With ease of communication and instruction supported by simple visual models and plain
English, we could vary the tools offered to different users for different programs, and create
program modules to teach different users how to produce accomplishments of value to them
(e.g., program design documents for performance consultants, agreed-upon-action steps for
managers and their direct reports, strategy execution plans for senior leaders). This led to
tools and guideiines for approaching five distinctly different tfpes of performance opportunities, where specific appiications might represent one of these types or a combination of them.
The five types of performance opportunities are:

1. Defining and supporting the performance of an individuai, role or team.
2. Defining and supporting performance in a process.
3. lr.nsuring that training is applied on the job and that performance sustains.
4. implementing or managing change fbr a program, system, process, etc.
5. Defining a:rd strengthening the practice of organizationai values.
We use these categories, especially with performance consultants, to help them "frame" projects and know how anci where to look for work outputs as thev conduct performance analyses,

CLIE}{T EXAMPI.ES
While few of our clients will allow us to use their names or to share their data, the following
exarnples are real client stories about the evoirrtion and irnpact of Performance Thinking'
programs and applications in different organizations.
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From Training to Performance Consulting at a Biotechnology Firm
The organization with the longest continuous use of Performance Thinking prograrns is a
major biotech firm with facilities around the globe. In 2009 we trained the first performance
professionals from their Operations Learning and Performance group, an organization that
delivers training and non-training performance interventions to factories worldwide. Starting
with a small team of about a dozen learning and development professionals, the leader of that
group began a multi-year effort to spread Performance Thinking models and ianguage like a
virus. After he became certified to teach the Six Boxes' Practitioner Program and to provide
ongoing project coaching of performance consultants certified in that program, he and his
colleagues worked to deliver vaiuable resuits to internal clients, one project at a time. They
collected and communicated success stories frorn projects that they undertook, and slowly
became a recognized resource within the organization for addressing performance improvernent and implementation opportunities, not mereiy providing training. The leader continued to certiry Six Boxes Practitioners, Licensing our program for deiivery to his company's
employees, and built teams of performance consultants in faciiities around the world. By the
time he retired, he had sufficiently impressed senior executives with results of projects that
some occasionally used the ianguage of Performance Thinking, and Six Boxes Performance
Thinking had become a de facto standard for performance improvement in the Company.
A seasoned member of the group succeeded the first leader, and was charged with expanding and strengthening the community of practice. She became certified to deliver the program,
and to date coordinates and supports nearly 300 Six Boxes Practitioners, both within Learning
and Performance and in other organizations, including Sales, and Research and Development.
Each year she drives initiatives to strengthen the sharing of results and methods, working
with clients to sustain and continuously improve impact over time, and building fluency in

applying the models and methodology to allow scaling of applications from smail 'quick
hits" to multi-year implementation and change management projects. Performance Thinking
methods have come together with a specialized error reduction methodology used in factories
to ensure quality. Currently, the position of this group is strong, illustratedby confident statements to stakehoiders that "this just works," and the message that if stakeholders are unable or
unwilling to engage fully in the process, the group has sufficient standing in the organization,
and so much demand on their time, that they can occasionally refuse project requests when
stakeholders are not ready to fully engage.
Performance Thinking for Organizational Development
Another organization, in the health insurance industry with

a strong organizational development orientation, approached us to develop a team of performance consultants. They viewed the
models and language of Performance Thinking as vehicles for building a shared understanding
of performance and a cuiture and vocabulary across the organization that could make continuous performance improvement more likely. After completing a program to certifr a dozen Six
Boxes Practitioners, they continued working with The Performance Thinking Network for a
year, with ongoing support and coaching for high visibiiity and important projects, and with
various interventions designed to bring stakeholders - the performance consultants' clients into the shared perspective based on the models and language of Performance Thinking. They
also conducted a series of projects designed to improve their own processes and performance
in work with clients (Gilbert et a1., 2014). By the time their Company was acquired by a larger
organization, there was a seasoned team of performance consultants, many of whose internal clients had become partners in performance improvement with a shared vocabuiary and
understanding of performance that enabied them to work more closely together.
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The Performance Thinking'Manager at an ABA Organization

A rapidly growing organization in the Applied Behavior Analysis/Autism field sought to
deveiop their managers and leaders with a Performance Thinking approach. Certifing one
staffmember to facilitate a program for managers, and several internal program coaches to help
managers apply what they iearned after completing the program, the organization developed
several 100 managers using our programs. The focus on accomplishments, or work outpu6
underlying this program led to the organization's creating job descriptions built around major
work outputs rather than competencies or more traditional descriptions of performance. Theluse these job descriptions to drive performance management and coaching.
After observing the impact of management and coaching based on work outputs, the CEO
requested assistance from The Performance Thinking Nerwork to develop a list of r,t-ork outputs to support measurement by the Board of Directors of her performance. This was an earll'
example in our work of defining the jobs of senior executives based on their work outputs. This
led has led to our developing an entirely nev/ approach to Executive Performance Coaching
that helps senior leaders clarify their work outputs, some of which often do not make it onto

the "radar screen" of executive evaluation or seif-management, but which exert significant
leverage on performance across the organization. Accomplishments such as key relationships
that leaders establish and maintain, decisions or approvals of various kinds that are part of
budgeting, hiring, and strategic planning processes, and recommendations or directives lhey
pass on to their teams often fili much of senior leaders' time but can go almost unnoticed as

they occur in the context of meetings and conversations. With aii of the major work outputs
of a leader on paper, the ieaders themselves can better decide how to allocate their time, what
work outputs they might be able to deiegate to others, and how their contributions influence
the performance of those who report to them, etc.
In many organizations that adopt our approach, we see discoveries and insights that wouid
probably not have occurred without the language and models of Performance Thinking. In
addition to the operational impact of better management and performance improvement,
these insights can lead to new and ianovative approaches to human resource management,
ieadership development, measurement, and impiementation planning.

Building

a Performance Coaching

Culture

A Senior Vice President of Talent Management and Chief Culture Officer, who had introduced
our Six Boxes Practitioner Program to buiid a team of performance consultants in another
organization, decided to adopt Six Boxesu Performance Coaching at a software company in the
medicai field. After certifying training and development staffto deiiver the program, plus a
ferv program coaches to support application on the job by program participants, the organization has trained around 500 managers, with roughly 1500 more to come. While implementation across the organization has been inconsistent due to differing levels of support from
business unit ieaders and managers, in groups where all managers complete the program
and a senior ieader is supportive, Performance Thinking models and vocabuiary have been
seen as "changing the conversation" about performance and how to improve it. While the
Company is still in a multi-year process of rolling out the program, the goal is to use it as a
foundation for creating a management and leadership culture focused on accomplishments
and on agreed-upon action steps between managers and their direct reports for continuous
performance improvement and career development.
In an interyiew with the author, the SYP who introduced the program said how pleased
she is to hear managers and their teams discussing performance with the shared ianguage of
Performance Thinking. She recourrted how often she, as a senior leadet finds herseif sketching
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and labeling the Performance Chain and Six Boxes models on whiteboards in meetings with
individuals and groups to guide conversations about operational chailenges and performance
improvement opportunities. When asked what she would say about this approach to her
C-level colleagues, she said, "If aligning your peopie with business results is an important goal
of yours, then Performance Thinking is a strategic imperative."
These examples illustrate what can happen in organizations that adopt the 21 plain English
words and two simple visual models as a framework for teaching leaders, managers,
staffprofessionals, and individual contributors how to analyze performance and configure
plans for improving it at the organizational or ir:dividual level. This work is still very much
an experiment in progress. But to date, the impact is quite gratifying. It's important to note
that in the corporate human resources and development arena, where many companies
adopt new programs and approaches every few years, Performance Thinking has so far
proven to be sustainable, with some organizations maintaining their cornmitment and
continuing to develop their internal capabilities for 5-10 years. We also see individuals
returning to The Performance Thinking Network's annual Summer Institute year after year,
based on the impact this approach has had in their organizations and their orvn professionai

development.

ATIGNING WITH TR"ENDS AND ISSUES IS THE
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT MARKETPLACE
The evolution of Performance Thinking rnodels and programs continues, and is now on
the cusp of scaling to more companies around tire world and to larger implementations.
In the process, we are aligning with or "riding the lail" of several trends that have treen
visible in the human resource development and performance improvement markets in
recent years.

Agile Talent

D

eveloprnent

The term agile is being applied to many different types of activities and functions in
organizations these days. Emerging from the software deveiopment field, where iterative
deveiopment and buiiding applications with srnaller chunks has been shown to accelerate
development and aliow for more rapid adaptation to changing business needs, the term has
recentiy been appiied to human resources and talent development in organizations. A 201 8
Harvard Business Review article (Cappelli & Tavis, 20 i8) summarized the trend toward agile
talent development that is affecting how companies improve and expand the performance
of their employees over time. The cr:ncept of agile, as it relates to training and development, highlights the fact that the pace of business has become too quick for traditional
quarterly reviews and learning pians, pre-defined course sequences and learning management systems, and other slow calendar-driven efforts to develop people. As the authors
state, organizations most successful in adopting agile taient development have invested in
coaching, collaboration between individuals and their managers to provide iearning and
development in response to individual and company needs, which might change monthiy,
or even weekly in some cases.
A challenge with most coaching models is that they are relatively non-directive (Bindei
2019), engaging those being coached in conversations designed to help the individual identiS their own probiems or issues and then arrive at their own solutions. While this form of
coaching can be useful, it is seldom truly performance-focused. Coaching and development
models that link to comPetency models are another option, but competencies are abstractions'
referring to categories ofbehavior rather than to specific behavior (Teodorescu & Binder,
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2004). Even behavior-based coaching may not focus on accomplishments, and consequentlv
might or might not enable those being coached to improve their ability to produce valuabie
contributions (accomplishments or work outputs) for their organizations.
Our accompiishment-based coaching model (Six Baxes' Performance Coaching) offers a
compeiiing alternative to more traditional coaching programs. We intend to ride this trend in
the human resources field and demonstrate the power of an accompiishment-based approach
for driving indMduai performance development in line with the immediate business, project,
and career path needs of individuals.

Beyond Connpetency Modeling
Many large organizations long ago adopted competency models as frameworks for recruitment, performance evaluation, learning management, and career path design. They have
spent millions of dollars formulating competency models and embedciing them in their performance evaluation and management processes, their learning management systems, and in
other human resources functions and systems. Thomas ll Giibert (1978) and Mariiyn Gilbert
(2019) have used the term competence to describe behavior producing valuable accomplishments, or what we call work outputs. The value of the accomplishment is related to how it
contributes to organizational or societai results. Competency, on the other hand, is a term
used for several decades by Human Resources and Training professionals to label abstract
categories of skills, knowledge, and personal attributes, often used in performance management and learning management systems instead of specific descriptions of performance. See
Teodorescu and Binder (2004) for a more detailed discussion.
But iet us be clear: Competency models are a disaster, and they are harmful to individuals
and organizations (Binder, 20i8). This is a controversial position to take in public because
so many millions of doilars, careers, consulting firms, and off-the-shelf training providers
have been devoted to competency modeling over the last several decades. However, socalled competencies are at best category names for large ciusters of behavior, sorted into
categories for convenience. When organizations add Likert rating scales to competencies,
so that managers "rate" their employees on competencies such as strategic thinking or
customer focus on 1-to-5 scales, the entire enterprise collapses in a heap of subjective
judgment. Whiie most HR organizations still seem to defend their use of competency
modeling, many senior HR leaders will admit in private that competencies are not helpful.
In the worst cases, they introduce a ievei of cynicism into performance evaluation rituals,
where empioyees feel that the ratings they receive might be dependent on whether their
bosses have had their cup of coffee or been in an argument u'ith their spouse that morning.
Rating people on abstractions that are, at best, conceptuaily related to some aspect of an
employee's performance, does not meet any criterion that an appiied behavior scientist, let
alone a pragmatic leader, might apply. For years I l:ave asked employees and senior executives what they reaily think of rating scales combined with competencies for determining
promotions and pay raises. I generally get iots of eye-rolling in the audience. And these
days the eye-rolling is more public.
But organizations do not know what eise do to. Some HR professionals (Lambert, 2018)
have suggested developing competency models based on talents described as recurring patterns of thought, feeling, and behavior. Lambert argues that with artificial intelligence it should
be possible to refine definitions of talents across many individuals in ways that will be more
usefui than current competency models. I would argue that no amount of refinement will
change the fact that a competency is an abstract concept based on a wide variety of exampies,
and therefore cannot by definition be precise enough to pinpoint in the performance of an
individual. In our view, any effort to refine competency modeling will be inherently flawed
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FIGURE 4.5 An accomplishment-based talent development process.

because competencies neither define behavior nor accomplishments with suficient detail to
be managed, developed, or measured, except with rating scales, wirich some have referred to
as

"refined opinionJ'

We believe that accomplishments provide an alternative to competencies for creating job
descriptions, driving the development of individuals based on their own and their organizations' immediate and long-term needs, planning succession, and every other aspect of talent

development.
In organizations as diverse as Easter Seals Bay Area, the Al Futtaim Group in Dubai, and
Insperity, HR professionals have created job descriptions that list the major work outputs or
accomplishments of jobs. In some organizations, coaches who use the Performance Thinking approach conduct their initial coaching sessions with individuals by creating with the
employee a list of the major work outputs (or'tontributions") that the employee produces as
part of his or her job. Based on that list, coaches can coliaborate with those whom they coach
to target specific work outputs for improvement or development, identifu additionai work
outputs that will be required for their next career level, or add and make plans to develop
new work outputs based on the needs of the company or workgroup. We believe that focusing
on accomplishments can help organizations move beyond competency modeling in a way
that will be more performance-focused, anri less open to subjective interpretation during the
evaluation process.

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE
While the phrase 'tommunity of practice" is not new, it has taken on a more prominent
roie in many organizations over the last decade. In part due to software, such as Microsoft's
SharePoint and many other platforms for coilaboration, network-ing, and document sharing
that have followed, organizations often designate communities of practice to accelerate coliective learning and development across groups who share interests, areas cf focus, disciplines,
functional roles, and so on.
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At companies that adopt Performance Thinking'programs and methods, the two simple
pictures and 21 plain English words that comprise its models offer a shared vocabulary to
support communities of practice. Organized brown bag lunches among managers who coach
using our accomplishment-based approach, oniine r+-eb meetings, SharePoint applications,
and concerted efforts from community of practice ieaders to harvest what leaders, managers,
and performance professionals learn with and from one another empower communities of
practice. Focusing on accomplishments, and using a shared vocabulary for the elements of
performance and behavior influences, facilitates communication across otherwise diverse
groups and individuals.
At a global level, a community of practice is emerging among users of Performance Thinking2
programs and models. The annual Six Boxes Summer Institute (www.SixBoxes.com), having
completed its tenth yeat brings together people from many different industries, geographies
and roles. We have had participants in human services, professional athletic organizations,
corporations across multiple industries, from North America, Europe, South Korea, Africa,
and elsewhere. We've had training and development professionais, management consultants,
safety and error reduction specialists, leaders, managers, and executives from many different
organizations, all sharing insights and applications related to performance using the shared
models and ianguage of this approach. The potential for communities of practice that leverage
plain English and simpie models is significant, and offers a way to get beyond the common
siios created by different vocabularies, areas ofapplication, and professionai specialties.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Approaching human performance with a focus on the vaiuable products of behavior, called
accomplishments or work outputs, changes the conversation in organizations about how
individuals, teams, and processes deliver value toward common business and societal goals.
When we discipiine ourseives to first identifr the'tountable nouns" representing value delivered, it becomes possible to agree on criteria for "good" instances of those accomplishments
and to zero in on the behavior needed to produce the accomplishments with high degrees
of quality and productivity. When we expand our framework of behavior influences from
the three-term contingency to the categories originally identified by Gilbert (1978) in his
Behavior Engineering Modei, we facilitate discussion about variables that might otherwise
not be considered, at both the organizational and individual level. And when we communicate
about the elements of performance and behavior influences in plain English that everyone
can quickly understand and adopt, we accelerate the pace at which individuals from many
different ievels and functions in an organization can coliaborate to create solutions and drive
continuous performance improvement. Those have been the lessons learned on the evoiutionary path described in this articie.
We might summarize what we have learned in several key points:

a

Gilbert's insight that accomplishments are vaiuable while behavior is costly has the
potential for transforming how we approach organizational performance.
User-tested plain English terminology for technicai concepts, first modeled by Lindsley
when he took behavior science from the laboratory to special education classrooms,
can broaden the application of behavior science to a wider audience of users.
When we place behavior science in the hands of people at all ievels and in all functions,
with simple models and language and a focus on the valuabie accomplishments that
people contribute to organizations, we can accelerate continuous performance improvement and support agile talent development, more likely abie to keep up with the rapid
pace of change in today's business and work environments.
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STUDY QUESTIONS
1.

Describe the "paradigm shift" that Gilbe*'s work was associated with.

2. How did the use of precise definitions/specific ia:rguage contribute to the authort work?
3 why does the author believe people have a har<i time shifting from a focus on behavior to a focus
4.
5.

on

accomplishments?
\Vhat is the authorl main concern with competency-based neo<ieis?
Summarize the three key points the author described at the end of the chapter.

NOTES
1.

We have refrained frorn naming client organizations in tLis article because most of our clients specified in contracts
and master service agreements that we cannot use rheir names in pubiicadons or marketing without specific permission, which can require lengthy legal reviews and documentation.

2.

Performance Thinkingi and Sx 8o.tes" are registered trademark of The Performa-nce Thinking Network and should
not be used to label products or services provided by other organizations or individuals. \4/e request that those who

cite these models or this approach acknowledge copyright and trademarks,
com in their citation.

as applicable,

and refer to wwwSlxBoxes.
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